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SPECIAL REPORTS

U.S. Library Delegation to China
A.

U.S. Librarians Visit the People's Republic of China
Warren Tsuneishi

Library of Congress

"The most exhilarating experience of my life," was the way Deputy Librarian
of Congress William J. Welsh characterized the recent trip of the American
Delegation of Librarians to China which he headed. The group of 12, repre
senting the American Library Association, the Association of Research
Libraries, the Association for Asian Studies, and the Library of Congress,
visited a representative sampling of some 16 libraries in five cities on
September 10-30 at the invitation of Liu Jiping, director of the National
Library of Beijing, who had led the visit of a delegation of Chinese
librarians to the United States in 1973. Representing LA were Russell
Shank, university librarian, University of California at Los Angeles, the
immediate past president of ALA; Peggy Anne Sullivan, assistant commissioner
for extension services, Chicago Public Library, and vice president of ALA;
and Alice Bennett Ihrig, director of cultural and civic programs, Moraine
Valley Community College, Palos Hills, 111. Representing ARL were LeMoyne W.
Anderson, director, Colorado State University Library, the president of ARL;
John G. Lorenz, executive director, ARL; and Joseph B. Treyz, Jr., director,
University of Wisconsin Libraries. Representing AAS and its Committee on
East Asian Libraries were T.H. Tsien, curator emeritus, Far Eastern Library,
and professor, Graduate Library School, University of Chicago; Eugene W. Wu,
librarian, Harvard-Yenching Library; and P.K. Yu, director, ARL Center for
Chinese Research Materials. The two other Library of Congress members were
Tao-tai Hsia, chief, Far Eastern Law Division, and Warren Tsuneishi, director
for area studies, Research Services, and secretary to the delegation.
The trip commenced auspiciously in Beijing (Peking) with a special briefing
at the American Embassy by Ambassador Leonard Woodcock and his staff focusing
on the background of the U.S.-People's Republic of China Cultural Agreement
signed last January. The Implementing Accord, covering cultural exchanges
in 1980 and 1981, had been signed on August 28 during the visit to Beijing
of Vice President Walter Mondale, and, as it was explained, the two countries
then entered into a new era in the field of educational and cultural exchange.
The change in climate was evident in the warmth of the hospitality shown the
American librarians in visits during the following week - and throughout the
entire trip - to the National Library of Beijing, the Beijing University
Library, the Chinese Academy of Sciences Library, the Institute of Scientific
and Technical Information of China, the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
Library, Quinghua University Library, and the library of the middle school
attached to the People's University. The enthusiasm of the greetings was
exceeded only by the tremendous eagerness with which the local librarians
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plied the visitors with questions concerning the current status of library
and information science in the United States, asking for suggestions and
recommendations on how librarians in China might modernize their facilities,
operations, and services.
The Cultural Agreement provides, inter alia, that "Beijing Library in China
and the Library of Congress in the United States will exchange books and
documents." During an extended evening discussion, Mr. Welsh and Tan Xiangjin, deputy director of the National Library of Beijing, agreed to enter into
a formal publications exchange program. The Library of Congress will provide
a full depository set of U.S. Government publications, and in exchange, the
National Library will send titles selected from the monthly Quan-guo xinshu
mu (Chinese national bibliography), concentrating on local imprints and other
publications not readily available in the trade. The possible exchange of
retrospective materials and duplicates and personnel was also explored, with
agreement that these needs would be determined initially on an Individual
basis. In response to a direct query from Eugene W u , Mr. Tan stated that the
National Library would be willing to respond similarly to requests for publi
cations received from East Asian libraries in the United States.
At the suggestion of the newly organized Society of Chinese Libraries (see
the September 7 issue of the Library of Congress Information Bulletin, p. 369,
where, however, the society is incorrectly identified as the "Chinese Library
Association"), members of the American Delegation had prepared papers on
various aspects of contemporary American librarianship. These papers, pre
sented at two "reporting meetings" to members of the Society in Beijing and
at a similar assemblage in Shanghai, Included the following: "Issues in
Contemporary American Librarianship," by William J. Welsh; 'Library Associa
tions in the U.S.," by Russell Shank-and John G. Lorenz; "Current Status
of Academic and Research Libraries," by Joseph B. Treyz, Jr.; "The Organiza
tion of University Libraries in the United States," by LeMoyne W. Anderson;
"Public Libraries in the United States: 1979," by Alice B. Ihrig; "Library
Education in the United States," by Peggy Sullivan; "Law Libraries in the
U.S.," by Tao-tai Hsia (in Chinese); "East Asian Libraries in the U.S.," by
T. H. Tsien and Eugene Wu (in Chinese); "Foreign Area Studies and American
Libraries," by Warren Tsuneishi; and "Preservation and Microforms," by P.K.
Yu (in Chinese).
The reports, which were well received, were given during three marathon threehour sessions without break, apparently in keeping with local custom governing
such conferences, and with consecutive (not simultaneous) interpreting pro
vided for the presentations in English. The papers are being translated
and edited for publication in Chinese.
In the capital city, weekend and free-time tours of the Great Wall, the
Palace Museum in the Forbidden City, and the Summer Palace were welcomed
with astonishment and pleasure, as was attendance at the opening ceremonies
of the National Games at the Beijing Stadium. Highlighting the activities
of the group on the day of departure from Beijing was an unscheduled audi
ence with Vice Premier Fang Yi. During an hour-long, interview, Vice Premier
Fang, who is responsible for the government's scientific, technical, and
cultural programs, expressed interest in having Chinese librarians learn
library modernization techniques from the United States, especially in
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such areas as management, automation, library planning, and design. "In
order to advance," he said, "we must acknowledge our present backwardness."
This theme of present backwardness combined with an overpowering drive to
modernize recurred throughout the trip as the delegation visited other
libraries in China. From Beijing the group flew west to Xi'an (Sian), the
ancient capital known in earlier dynasties as Changan, and visited the
Shaanxi Normal University Library, the Xi'an Jiaotong University Library,
and the Shaanxi Provincial Museum. An unexpected and notable visit, arranged
by the Shaanxi Provincial Bureau of Culture, was an excursion to one of the
most extraordinary archaeological sites of recent times - a vault the size
of two football fields, discovered in 1974 some 30 kilometers east of Xi'an,
and currently under excavation. The vault houses a massive, life-size army
of imperial guards and horses protecting the tomb of Qin Shi Huang, the
first emperor of the Qin (Chin) dynasty, who unified China in 221 B.C.
(This astonishing find now emerging from the earth is described in the
November issue of Smithsonian Magazine.)
Institutions in the cosmopolitan coastal city of Shanghai were next on the
full itinerary, with visits made to the Shanghai Library, the Shanghai
Normal University Library, Fudan University Library, Shanghai Jiaotong Uni
versity Library, Shanghai Museum, and a Shanghai district (city branch)
library. An unscheduled call was also made on the Shanghai Music Conser
vatory Library. At every stop librarians expressed the desire to establish
or broaden exchange relationships. The Shanghai Normal University, for
example, which has recently commenced a library science program, wishes to
receive as gifts or on exchange books and serials relating to all aspects
of librarianship; the Shanghai Conservatory of Music, virtually without 20th
century (especially American) music since such material was forbidden or
removed during the Cultural Revolution, expressed similar enthusiasm for
exchange or gift material.
In Nanjing the delegation visited the Nanjing University Library and, in a
"discussion meeting," met with some 40 local librarians at the newly con
structed Nanjing Medical College Library. Presiding at that session was
Wang Chang-ping, the director of the Nanjing Library, who is a graduate of
Columbia University and a former Library of Congress staff member during
1934-36. The American participants were astced to respond to a series of
questions raised by Mr. Wang centering on the issues involved and the priori
ties established during the modernization and automation of American libraries
in the past two decades.
The last library visited on the tour was the Sun Yat-sen University Library
in Guangzhou (Canton). The university is planning a new library building, and
once again questions to the delegation focused on how the building might be
designed to permit introduction of the latest technological advances.
Computer facilities were viewed at the Institute of Scientific and Technical
Information of China in Beijing, at the Shanghai Jiaotong University (Wang
Laboratory minicomputers), and at Nanjing University. Although other com
puter facilities are known to exist, it was clear that the use and appli
cation of computers in library operations in China are still at the initial
stage of development.
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Li Xun-ta, who was in charge of all trip arrangements and acted as liaison
with local organizations, and Qiao Ling, who served as interpreter, both of
the National Library of Beijing, accompanied the delegation throughout the
trip.
(From L.C. Information Bulletin. Nov. 30, 1979)

B.

Some Remarks on Libraries in the People's Republic of China
T8uen-hsuin Tsien

University of Chicago

The American Delegation of Librarians to China included three CEAL repre
sentatives, T.H. Tsien, Eugene Wu, and P.K. Yu, who were elected by the
CEAL membership, and two other members, Tao-tai Hsia and Warren Tsuneishi.
The group visited Peking, Sian, Shanghai, Nanking, and Canton from September
10 to 30, hosted by the National Library of Peking and other libraries and
institutions. The itinerary and highlights of the trip were reported in the
LC Information Bulletin, November 30, 1979 (reprinted elsewhere in this issue).
Below are a few additional observations about recent development of Chinese
libraries and their needs for cooperation with American libraries.
The phenomenal growth of library collections and the knowledge-hungry rea
ders in every library we visited are probably the most impressive aspect of
Chinese libraries today. The National Library of Peking has grown from
140,000 volumes in 1949 to about 10 million today. The Shanghai Library,
which possesses 6.7 million volumes, and the Library of the Chinese Academy
of Sciences, which contains over 5 million in its headquarters in Peking,
were both established after 1949. All the major university libraries now
hold between one and five million volumes each. They are overcrowded in
stack and reading space, and many of them have to put their books in storage
at different locations. Almost every seat in every library reading room is
constantly filled. Many people stand all day long in bookstores just to read.
In order to cope with this situation, many new library buildings are either
under construction or in the planning stage. A new central building of the
National Library of Peking, with a floor space of 160,000 square meters to
be located on the west side of the capital, will be constructed as soon as
a factory on the site is removed. Ground-breaking will also start soon for
the new center of the Institute of Scientific and Technical Information,
with a total space of 56,000 square meters. New annex buildings have
already arisen or will be started soon in several university libraries, in
cluding Nanking University, Chiao-t'ung University at Sian, and Chung-shan
University at Canton. A central library is also being planned by the newly
established Academy of Social Sciences in Peking. Library architecture
±9 a field about which Chinese architects, engineers, and librarians wish to
learn from American experience in planning and design, and especially in
providing new devices and facilities for automation.
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At all of the libraries we visited Interest was expressed In the exchange
of foreign-language publications with American libraries. The International
Exchange Service of the National Library of Peking is handling exchanges with
2,000 institutions in 120 countries, but individual institutions are also
eager to establish bilateral exchange relations with their counterparts in the
United States. Such arrangements are to be negotiated between libraries on an
individual basis.
The standardization of classification and cataloging systems has been under
way for several years. Most libraries are now using the Chung-kuo t'u-shu
tzu-liao fen-lei-fa
*
;#) i" # ff ^ £ - \
, revised in 1975 from an
earlier version, the Chung-kuo t'u-shu-kuan t'u-shu fen-lei-fa
<}' (Q \i] /,
? . i'li £
v p >k
» compiled in 1974. Centralized cataloging for
Chinese and foreign-language publications is now carried on by the National
Library of Peking. Printed cards (see sample reproduced below) are dis
tributed to over 3,000 subscribing libraries and institutions, and 7 million
cards were reported to have been issued in 1978. But some libraries still
do their own cataloging with hand-written cards duplicated by mimeograph,
because of delays in the availability of the printed cards. A union catalog
of Chinese rare books is under compilation by the National Library of Peking,
and another on Chinese local gazetteers is also in progress. An added
heading in pinyin for the main entry is provided for each printed card, but
few libraries seem to have used pinyin romanization for filing. Except for
the National Library of Peking, other libraries we visited file their cards
mostly by the number-of-strokes, or occasionally by the 4-corner system.
A few libraries have used computers for information retrieval in Western
languages. As yet, automation has not been used for Chinese-language
materials, although research is being conducted at the computer centers of
various universities and research institutes on the coding of Chinese charac
ters for computer use. Automation is certainly one of the fields in which
great interest is evidenced, and for which American know-how is needed.
r

Very few library staff members seem to have received professional training
for the various technical positions they now hold. Library experience has
been stressed, and on-the-job training is one of the programs for up-grading
the skills of library personnel. A dozen universities have added new de
partments of library science, in addition to the two older established
departments at Peking and Wuhan universities. The Peking University has an
enrollment of 160 students in its 4-year program in library science. Two
classes of about 50 students each have been recruited at the Shanghai
Normal University since 1978. This is another area for which instructors
from American library schools might be needed.
Generally speaking, the efforts of Chinese libraries today seem to be
directed towards improvement of their physical quarters, training of pro
fessional personnel, coordination and cooperation among the libraries for
standardization of technical procedures, compilation of union catalogs and
other reference tools, and international cooperation with foreign libraries.
The immediate needs of Chinese libraries are in the fields of foreign pub
lications, especially on science and technology, and new knowledge in
library planning, design, management, automation, and education, which are
required to up-grade the level of the Chinese library profession in order
to meet the national goal of modernization for the country.
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Eleven Librarians Visit China

(This report is based on notes contributed by various members of the group of
East Asian librarians mentioned below, which were assembled and submitted by
Diane Perushek of Cornell University. Included in this issue is that part
of the report which describes ten of the Chinese libraries visited by the
group. The second part of the report, which discusses bookstores, book pur
chasing, and various library-related problems, is planned for inclusion in
the next issue of the Bulletin)

A group of eleven East Asian librarians made a trip to the Peoples Republic
of China from September 21 to October 12, 1979. Organized by Antony Marr,
Associate Curator of Yale's East Asian Collection, who had been to China the
previous year and successfully purchased much material, the objectives of the
group were to explore exchange possibilities with various libraries, discuss
issues of mutual importance with Chinese librarians, and comb bookstores for
titles not readily attainable through the regular acquisitions routes.
Travel arrangements were made by Kuo Feng Corporations, New York, New York.
Members of the group were Anthony W. Ferguson, Curator, Asian Collection,
Brigham Young University Library; Tung King Ng, Head, Asian Studies Division,
University of British Columbia Library; Ik-sam Kim, Head, Oriental Library,
UCLA Library; Jack Jacoby, Head, Chinese Section and Charles W u , Cataloger,
both of the East Asian Library, Columbia University Libraries; Paul Cheng,
East Asian Librarian, and Diane Perushek, Curator, both of the Wason Collec
tion, Cornell University Libraries; Ted A. Telford, Records Specialist,
Asia/Pacific Acquisitions, Genealogical Society of Utah; Chau Mun Lau,
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Chinese Specialist, Asian Collection, University of Hawaii at Manoa Libraries;
Karl Lo, Librarian, East Asia Library, University of Washington Libraries; and
Antony Marr of Yale. For the majority of the librarians it was the first trip
to China. The number in the group totaled thirty-one, the other twenty
people comprising scholars, librarians in non-East Asian collections, and
other interested parties.
Shortly before we left the States, we learned from the China International
Travel Service that our itinerary would take in Canton, Nanch'ang, Ch'angsha,
Shanghai and Peking. Admittedly, not all of these cities are known publishing
or library centers; however, each proved fruitful for purchasing books, even
Lushan, which we did not know we would visit until our arrival in Peking.
Once he knew the itinerary, Mr. Marr wrote ahead to arrange for meetings at
libraries where we could exchange information with Chinese librarians and
tour the facilities. His efforts were gratifyingly successful since he was
able to arrange meetings at Peking University, Tsinghua University, the
National Peking Library, and the Institute of Scientific and Technical Infor
mation in Peking; Shanghai Normal University, Shanghai Municipal Library,
and Fu-tan University in Shanghai; Chiang-hsi University in Nanch'ang;
Hunan University in Ch'angsha; a few of the group also visited Chung-shan
University in Canton.
We were greeted enthusiastically and often warmly by a delegation of uni
versity and library staff at each institution. The usual format for our
visits was in introduction to the library by a ranking official in the
university or library, a question and answer session where we tried to cover
issues such as pinyin, exchange programs, professional library training, pre
servation, and automation, often with specialists in our group explaining our
modus operandi in detail as in the case of Karl Lo's explications of auto
mation. Our hosts did not allow us to do all of the asking, but themselves
inquired about our salaries and working conditions, computerization, card
catalogs, and the open stack system, to mention a few topics. After the dis
cussion, we were then escorted through the library and parts of the stacks,
shown special rare items, etc.
A full schedule of sightseeing had been planned for us by the CITS, some
of which we were obliged to miss in order to take in libraries or bookstores.
The latter we visited at every stop, descending en masse like locusts in the
fields. The stores in outlying areas particularly were well-stocked with
local publications unavailable thrqugh the regular dealers' channels. It
was paradisaical picking titles off shelves without having to give much
thought to getting duplicates or expensive items, since the provincial
presses put out inexpensive titles which rarely are handled on the inter
national or even national market. Postage proved to be nearly as expensive
as the books themselves, but the savings were still very substantial.
We were quite successful in meeting our objectives. Most libraries we visited
were very receptive to the idea of exchange. In all cases, however, a list
of our titles available for exchange was requested, something potentially
difficult to procure from our overworked gift and exchange sections. Book
purchasing, too, turned out well, there being few instances where we were not
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permitted to buy whatever we wanted. The number of titles unknown through
regular bibliographies hinted at what might be available If one had access
to more than a mere six cities. Of course, the sights of China enhanced our
professional ventures, leaving us with hopes for another trip soon. In fact,
a few are already planning return trips in an advisory or other professional
capacity.
The following are short reports written by the members of the group about
each library we visited and about topics of professional interest encountered
on the trip. These reports represent the personal observations and opinions
of the individual author only, and not those of the group as a whole.
To start are short accounts of the libraries arranged roughly in the order in
which we visited them.
Tsinghua University Library. The library is located in an older building,
and like most Chinese libraries, is bursting at the seams in anticipation of
the construction of a new library building. The library serves a student
body of 7,000-8,000 and a faculty of over 3,000, with a library staff of
just over 100. The departments of the university include only science and
technology, the schools of law, humanities, agriculture, etc. having been
transferred to Peking University in 1953. The library includes some
2,000,000 volumes, of which about one-third are in foreign languages. It
has a small collection of rare books, some oracle bones, and a few older
collections of materials in the social sciences and humanities, but these
are no longer an area of emphasis.
Interlibrary loans are made with other Chinese university libraries and there
are international exchange arrangements with foreign universities. The library
is equipped with photoduplication and microfilm facilities and will exchange
copies of rare books and other materials. In general, the collection was in
good order, with books in the stacks in good condition despite space problems.
The staff appeared to be highly competent and were aware of the latest de
velopments in the library field, including library automation.
National Peking Library. The NPL is located to the west of Peihai Park,
about a thirty-minute bus ride from the Peking Hotel where our group stayed.
Its predecessor was the Metropolitan Library of Peking, founded at the end
of the Ch'ing dynasty (1910) and formally opened in 1912. It was renamed
the National Peiping Library in 1928. Although the library has a history
of less than seventy years, the foundation of its collection dates back
700 years to the Southern Sung and the Chi Hsi Tien. After its founding
in 1910, it also took over the Ch'ing collections of the Cabinet Grand
Library, the Imperial Academy, and the Southern School of the Imperial
College, as well as private collections.
The library has over 800 staff members of which approximately five per cent
are professional librarians. In China, only two universities had offered
professional library training for many years, one being Peking University
and the other Wuhan University. Many libraries which we visited had indi
cated that they were short of library school graduates, though several new
departments have opened recently.
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The library, up to the end of 1978, reported a collection of 9,800,000 volumes,
magazine issues, and other items. It consists of:
Monographs: over 5,150,000 volumes, 60% in Chinese, 40% in
foreign languages.
Periodicals: over 3,800,000 issues,
13,000 and more current foreign
received, 80% deal with natural
20% with social science (a term
field including humanities).

20% in Chinese. Of the
and Chinese periodicals
sciences and technology,
which indicates a broad

Newspapers: over 3,600 titles and 67,000 bound volumes, 50%
each in Chinese and in foreign languages.
Special collections: over 580,000 volumes, including about
280,000 rare documents, manuscripts, and block-printed
volumes.
The library also has maps, pictures, rubbings, oracle bones, microfilms, and
microfiche.
The library has been a national depository library since 1949, and all
publishing houses in the nation must send three copies of every title pub
lished to the library. It provides lending and reference services, photoduplication, international exchange and loans, exhibitions, and lecture
services. There are fifteen reading rooms in the library. The hours of
service are from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, and from
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Sundays; it is closed on Saturdays. Individuals
may borrow five titles for one month, and each title is renewable once.
The National Peking Library maintains a quite extensive international ex
change program. Currently the library has exchange agreements with about
2,000 institutions in 128 countries and territories. Any institution
wishing to establish exchange relations with the NPL may write to:
International Exchange Division, National Library of Peking, Peking, China.
Though the NPL has used several classification systems in the past, since
January, 1975, all except the traditional thread-bound books have been cata
loged by "Chinese Classification: A System Used in Chinese Libraries" (draft).
Card catalogs of Chinese titles and authors (no subject headings) are now
arranged in alphabetical order according to pinyin romanization and filled
character by character. Pinyin romanization for each character is separated
by a space, and diacritical marks are also added to indicate tone.
The library is responsible for providing centralized cataloging cards for
new books in Chinese and foreign languages to libraries all over China. At
present, over 3,000 institutions have ordered these cards.
There are two major problems at the library at this time: the shortage of
space and the implementation of automation. In order to solve the space
problem, the government is planning to construct a new library building
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within two years to be located at a distance from the present site. As for
automation, a four-man investigation team has been recently sent to Japan
and Bulgaria to explore the possibility of expediting such a program.
Peking University Library. Peking University, one of the largest universities
in China, was founded in 1898 with twenty-two departments in arts and sci
ence. There are about 8,000 students, including some 600 graduate students.
The university's library science department has over 200 students and several
graduate students. The development goal is to strengthen scientific research
and studies, a goal for most universities today.
The library was set up in 1902. At present, its holdings are over 3.2 million
volumes, with about 850,000 volumes in foreign languages. The collection of
books in traditional format is about 1.6 million volumes. There are about
6,500 serial titles, of which 3,500 are in foreign languages. Annual addi
tions to the library total about two to three percent, i.e., in the range of
60,000 to 80,000 volumes. In 1975, a new library building was constructed,
containing thirty-one reading rooms with a seating capacity of 2,400.
The director of the library is Hsieh Tao-yuan and the associate director is
Kuo Sung-nien. The library staff totals 180 employees, of whom about forty
are professional librarians. Administratively, the library is divided into
the departments of acquisitions and cataloging, circulation and interlibrary
loans, serials, and branch libraries. Special units include the reference
service unit and library automation unit which is studying the future possi
bility of implementing automation.
The library has a closed stack system, and books in the reading rooms are
normally not for loan. The gift and exchange section maintains relations
with 200 other institutions. There is a ten-year gap in the library's
holdings of works in Western languages published during the period of 1966
to 1976, which they now wish to fill.
Institute of Scientific and Technical Information Library. The library of
the Institute of Scientific and Technical Information of China is located
temporarily at the College of Chemical Engineering and is a very specialized
library and informatioa center which collects scientific and technical jour
nals; journal articles, festschriften, documents, reports, and dissertations.
The institute itself has 1,400 employees and its own printing press. It is
under the direct supervision of the Committee of Science headed by Vice
Premier Fang I.
Our group was received by Chang Chia-hsiang, the director of the library,
and six senior staff members. After a short briefing on the history of the
institute and its library, we were given a tour of the library, which occu
pies a four-story building with stacks full of all kinds of scientific and
technical reference books in western languages and Japanese, bound jour
nals from the west and Japan, and off-printed articles in boxes. All in all,
it was a very impressive set-up.
We went through various departments and the computer room in which half a
dozen technicians were busy on a Japanese computer. The overall impression
was that this library is a very efficiently run organization with a very good
budget. We were told that they are in the process of building their own
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library somewhere in the western part of Peking. Mr. Chang, the director,
stated that very soon he is going to head a group to visit science libraries
in the U.S. For exchange purposes, they are only Interested in non-book
items such as pamphlets, reports, dissertations, and conference papers.
Fu-tan University Library. In Shanghai, our group visited two universities,
one of which was Fu-tan University, located on Han Tan Road in the north
east section of Shanghai. We were received by two deputy directors of the
library, Messrs. Wang Pang-yu and Chiao Tsung-te, and other members of the
faculty and the library staff. The library director is Professor Kuo Shaoyu, a well-known scholar In his eighties. Fu-tan was established in 1905,
and after reorganization in 1966, it became a comprehensive university with
seven departments in the humanities: Chinese, foreign languages and litera
tures, journalism, international political science, history, philosophy, and
economics; and seven departments in the sciences: mathematics, physics,
chemistry, biology, optics, computer science, and atomic energy. For
graduate studies there are the Institute of Mathematics Research, Institute
of Genetics Research, Institute of Chinese Linguistics, Institute of History,
and Institute of Modern Physics. The enrollment at present is about 4,800
undergraduates and 300 graduate students, with 2,200 faculty and 2,000 staff.
We were told that the enrollment will increase to about 12,000 under
graduates and 1,000 graduate students by 1982. Salary for
first rank
professor is about ¥360 per month, and the average salary is about ¥150.
English, Japanese, German, French, Russian, and Spanish (in order of popu
larity) are taught.
The library at Fu-tan is the largest university library in Shanghai, and the
building houses twenty different reading rooms. A new building is planned
which will be double the size of the current one. The library has 1,080,000
volumes, with 170,000 volumes of periodicals. There are 266 employees in
the library, twenty-eight of whom are professionally-trained librarians. The
annual budget for 1979 was ¥660,000, two-thirds of which was allocated for
book acquisitions.
Shanghai Normal University Library. When our group visited the second uni
versity in Shanghai, the Shanghai Normal University Library, we were warmly
greeted by Ch'en Yii, Deputy Librarian, Chi Wei-lung, head of the reference
department, Liu Chung-t'ao, head cataloger of the foreign languages depart
ment, Wang Ping-ti, serials librarian, Leng Fu-chih, head of the circulation
department, Ho Chin-to and Tu Yu-p'eng, instructors in the library science
department.
We were told that the undergraduate program of the university was originally
a four-year one; later it was changed to five years, during the Cultural
Revolution it became three, and now it has returned to four. The undergraduate
division is divided into thirteen departments, namely: Chinese, foreign
languages, education, political education, philosophy, psychology, history,
library science, mathematics, chemistry, physics, biology, and geography.
In addition, the department of physical education is an independent unit.
The department of library science, a four-year undergraduate program, was
juat established in 1978 to train professional personnel in order to meet
the demands of library modernization. The objective of the university's
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disciplines, as at most universities, is to cultivate technical training and
to develop scientific studies.
As far as continuing education is concerned, correspondence courses are
offered to school teachers in Shanghai depending upon their academic standing—
graduate or undergraduate. Open university education through television is
also available. An evening school is being planned for the near future.
The university has four institutes, in modern education techniques, ecology,
delta and coastal studies, and sea-water utilization. There are also over
ten other research departments on campus.
In addition to ninety full professors, there are numerous assistant pro
fessors and lecturers. The present enrollment of the university is 5,500,
including 300 graduate students, compared to 150 last year. Students are
selected throughout the country by examination. Those not from Shanghai
are subsidized by the government and minority groups attending the university
also enjoy special privileges. The total student body is now about 2/3 male.
Previously, the number of male and female students was almost equal.
The library has four divisions: acquisitions, reference, circulation, and
serials and binding. Public services supervises four reading rooms and two
reference rooms: each reading room serves a broad subject area; one of the
reference rooms houses science and technology materials, the other is for
faculty use.
The library combines more than ten university collections, including those
formerly held by St. John's University and Ch'i-nan University. The collec
tion now totals approximately 1,530,000 volumes, which provide extensive
library resources for the university community. Among the holdings, there
are some 940,000 volumes in Chinese, 260,000 of which are in thread binding;
220,000 volumes in foreign languages; 30,000 bound volumes of Chinese
periodicals, and 80,000 volumes of periodicals in English. In addition, the
library possesses 2,000 rare books printed during the Sung period, and 1,360
8tone rubbings.
The emphasis of the collection is on local gazetteers, bibliographies,
catalogs, and materials published in the 1930s. The serials department
receives periodicals from more than forty countries throughout the world.
Current publications are classified by the "Chung-kuo t'u shu fen lei mu lu"
[Chinese Classification Scheme]. The pinyin system is not used, and catalog
cards are filed according to the strokes in the characters.
The university is considering an exchange of faculty members, librarians,
and students with their sister university, the University of San Francisco.
As of 1978, Brigham Young University has already established a book exchange
program with the library. The Shanghai Normal University library is eager
to expand their exchange relations with East Asian libraries in North
America. Libraries which would like to receive lists of available exchange
materials may write to: Mr. Chen Yu, Deputy Librarian, Shanghai Normal
University Library, 3663 North Zhung Shan Road, Shanghai 200062 PRC.
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Shanghai Municipal Library, The Shanghai Municipal Library was established
in 1952, a result of the merging of the former Shanghai Library, the Hsuchia-wei Library, and others. In 1958 the library moved to its present site,
the former club of the Shanghai Race Course. During the Cultural Revolution
the library's stacks were completely sealed off. Now the collection is
growing again and amounts to over 6.7 million volumes, of which about 130,000
are rare books. Some 4,000 serials in foreign languages are subscribed to.
The total staff numbers 545. The library administration is divided into the
following departments: head office, bibliography, acquisitions and cataloging,
readers services, preservation, special collections, children, branch li
braries, and book mobiles. The director of the library is Ku T'ing-lung, the
well-known scholar and bibliographer. The head of the readers service
department is Chen Yun-lin and the assistant head is Pu Pao-ch'ing; the head
of the preservation department is Lu T'iao-wen.
The library's purpose is to serve the Party and the Government as well as the
general public. It offers leadership to libraries in the four wards of
Shanghai and the neighboring rural areas by providing them with catalog
cards and other services. The capacity of the library is about 1,000 seats,
and about 3,000 readers use the library daily. At present there is a des
perate need for expansion and improvement of facilities. Already the
children's section and the music collection are at another location, and a
new building is in the planning stage.
Chiang-h8i University Library. In Nanch'ang we visited the Chiang-hsi Uni
versity library, established in 1958; it was disbanded in 1969, during the
Cultural Revolution, and was only reestablished in 1972. The president of
the university is Professor Ku Chi-kuang, a well-known historian now in his
seventies. Our group was received by Vice President Lu Ming, Professor Teng
Tsung-chueh of the biology department, Library Director Wang Yung-cheng, and
other faculty members and librarians. The visit was taped by the university's
audio-visual education department.
The university has at the present time seven departments: Chinese, foreign
languages, physics, chemistry, biology, mathematics, and political science.
It has an enrollment of 2,100 students and 800 teaching and other staff.
The library has about 309,000 volumes, a decrease from the 610,000 volumes
it held in 1969. There are five reading rooms, including the faculty
reading room, science reading room, humanities reading room, Chinese rare
books reading room, professional materials reading room, and periodicals
reading room, accommodating about 600 students a day. The library is
divided into the administration office, a circulation department, and an
acquisitions and cataloging department. It has a staff of thirty-three
members, mostly college graduates, but only two professionally trained
librarians. We were the first foreign visitors to go to this university.
Hunan University Library. Hunan University in Ch'angsha traces its history
back to the times of Chu Hsi, though the modern university was not formally
established until 1926. Its major departments of civil engineering, mechanics,
mechanical engineering, and electronics (which offers a major in computer
science) well serve the technical orientation of the school and make use of
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the university's own machinery plant.
and the services of a staff of 2,600.

The A,600 students enjoy free tuition

The library's history has been repeatedly interrupted and disrupted. Built
in 1929, the library was destroyed during the Sino-Japanese \{ar. It was re
built in 1946, but during the days when the "Gang of Four" held sway, all
work in the library stopped; operations resumed in 1976. The library now
holds 700,000 volumes, 200,000 of which are in foreign languages and 10,000
of which are rare books. The strength of the collection is in science and
technology, especially civil engineering. It receives over 1,100 journals,
including 414 that are American. Unlike some of the other libraries we
visited, which had seemingly limitless budgets, the Hunan University library
is experiencing financial constraints.
Of the forty-two staff members, five have library degrees and eight had other
university degrees. A large contingent of the staff welcomed us to the
campus and guided us through the library, showing us the stacks, reading
rooms, and card catalog. Pinyin romanization is used to assign a Cutter-type
number to all call numbers, though it is conceded that not everyone can use
pinyin well. The library had maintained open stacks for a few years, but
went back to the closed system when it was found that the stacks were too
congested and that too many books were being checked out or lost. Ground
had been broken for a new eight-story library building of which we saw a
model. The completion date is set in 1981.
Chung-shan University Library. The library has 2.3 million volumes, of
which about 900,000 are in Western languages and 1,900 are rare titles.
Because of the interference of the "Gang of Four" during the Cultural Revo
lution, there is the usual large gap in the collection of books published
during the period from 1966 to 1972. The library building is the former
Lingnan University library, which has very modest facilities for reading.
The librarian indicated that a new library building is expected to be finished
in 1980, with 14,000 square meters of floor space. Currently, the library
has 73 employees, three of whom had librarianship training.
Because of the heat and humidity of Canton's southern climate, the library
has particular problems with the preservation of books. In cooperation
with the Bureau of Food Management, the library uses methyl bromide for
insect control. Mold is also a problem. It was found that the traditional
t'ao binding, which is popular in the north, was undesirable in the humid
climate of the south. The t'ao, a cloth-covered cardboard portfolio, tends
to retain moisture, thereby stimulating the growth of fungus in the books.
Leaving the book on the shelves without t'ao allows air to circulate around
the books, thus retarding the molding process.

*****

One of the objectives of our visit to China was the acquisition of
publications.
It had been known to us for some time that there was a
substantial amount of material being published in China not available
for export and which therefore could not be acquired through the normal
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channels for purchase or exchange. The majority of these items were pro
vincial publications. As a group we were anxious to buy as many of these
publications as we could and to find ways of obtaining them in the future
if at all possible. One method was for a traveller to purchase them on the
spot; another was through exchange with libraries located in the provinces.
We were encouraged by the response from our Chinese colleagues. It appears
that many of the libraries we visited have gaps in their collections of
imprints dating from the years between 1966 and 1972, because during the
height of the Cultural Revolution, no Western books or journals were pur
chased. Our Chinese colleagues also face the problem of foreign currency,
of which China now has a very short supply. Chinese librarians have indi
cated that they are willing to purchase books locally with Chinese currency,
in exchange for Western publications. This would seem to be a mutually
beneficial method for exchange transactions, by which Chinese libraries may
receive Western books without becoming involved in foreign currency controls,
and North American libraries may receive provincial publications which are
not available through regular channels.

Booksellers and Readers Delegation
J.S. Edgren

Far Eastern Fine
Arts and Rare Books

From April 10th to May 3rd, 1979, I was a member of a group that travelled
in the People's Republic of China. The tour was organized by China Books and
Periodicals (U.S. distributor of mainland Chinese publications, with its head
office in San Francisco and branches in Chicago and New York), and it was
sponsored by Guozi Shudian (official government export organ for books and
periodicals published in China). Unlike the previous year's delegation
of sixteen booksellers, this group was designated as a "booksellers and
readers delegation" and consisted of approximately half of each, that is,
booksellers and other members of the book trade, as well as private persons
who have bought and subscribed to Chinese publications over the years. As
the only sinologist-librarian among the booksellers, it seemed that my
observations might be of interest to the readership of the C.E.A.L. Bulletin.
It should be emphasized that these comments are only valid for the period we
were in China, since much obvious change was underway, and the situations
to be described may already be altered. The overwhelming desire to improve
conditions, combined with the emerging liberal atmosphere in China, will
surely bring about many positive results in the realms of bookselling and
libraries.
Our group travelled in China from Guangzhou to Guilin to Kunming to Shanghai
to Wuxi to Nanjing, and finally to Beijing. In each city I sought out the
local branches of Xinhua Shudian, the monopoly distributor and principal
bookstore chain for new publications in China. In the larger cities there
are specialist new bookshops, such as those for science and technology,
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music, juvenile literature, periodicals, as well as outlets for second-hand
books. Although we had some contact with libraries and library personnel, our
main encounters were with commercial book-people: publishers, distributors
and booksellers. The most positive aspect of the book trade is the wellknown low price of books, although they are relatively much higher priced
than before the Cultural Revolution, and the so-called "export price" of books
officially available for export is considerably higher than the actual price
marked on the books. On the negative side it seemed to me that even the new
bookshops are too few, not to speak of the scarcity of used-book outlets.
Furthermore, the personnel staffing these shops were rarely knowledgeable about
books. While this lack of "professionalism" (probably a remnant of the
Cultural Revolution) may not be a major problem with the present low level of
new titles on the market and the dormant state of the antiquarian book trade,
the eventual expansion of the book business in China will inevitably require
special knowledge and training in order to deal with the intricacies of a
large, diversified stock of books.
At present, the demand is so much greater than the supply that "clerks" are
quite sufficient to the task. For example, the Nanjing Road branch of
Xinhua Shudian - the largest in Shanghai - has some 200 employees, 20,000 to
30,000 readers-visitors per day, but only a stock of 6,000 titles. While we
were there we learnt that a newly issued reprint of Wenxin diaolong (with
commentary of Fan Wenlan, and reprinted using the standard, non-simplified
characters) had sold-out with over 200 copies that morning, and a queue of peo
ple were still waiting, hoping to get a copy of this unlikely "best seller".
Surprisingly, a number of reprints and new publications are appearing without
simplified characters.
The disastrous effects on the book world caused by the upheaval of the
Cultural Revolution cannot be overestimated. To cite but one example, on a
visit to an important middle school attached to a teachers' college in one
of China'8 largest cities we heard the following story. A representative
for the library reported that the library held 60,000 volumes of books.
"What about before the Cultural Revolution?" asked someone. "Then, there
were 150,000 volumes," was the reply. "And what happened to the other 90,000
volumes?" was the startled response. "They were removed by the Red Guards,"
we were told, "and they were taken to the local paper factory (for pulping)."
Altogether how many public and private libraries were thus decimated will
probably never be known.
Losses to vandalism, such as above, and the slow recover}' of the publishing
industry and the poor state of the second-hand book market have led me to the
conclusion that the used-book shops are, at present, being obliged tc help
institutions, as well as individual scholars, replace their losses of
reference books and basic texts. In fact, the purchasing departments of usedbook shops seemed more active than the sales departments. An example is the
Nanjing Shudian, the only used-book store in Nanjing, a city of over two
million inhabitants. Its sales department offers less than 30 shelf-meters
of books (including multiple copies of many titles), of which about 2/3 were
on science and technology. The rest were either in-print books, or books of
little value. There were virtually no second-hand titles in the humanities
or social sciences. Interestingly, a large bulletin board announced titles
and categories of books that were desired for purchase, and these consisted
of standard sinological reference books and periodicals. Upon asking why
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none of the books of the kind that were being solicited were available
for sale, I was told that they were "spoken for"
Confidence in the continuation of new publications and reprints in the hu
manities and social sciences will restore faith in the book market, and
it eventually should result in a situation whereby private parties once again
are prepared to sell their unneeded used books. In this connection I wit
nessed "bartering" of used books outside one of the large second-hand book
stores in Shanghai, and in smaller cities that had no used-book stores, I
was told that a sort of "black market" 'functions where the price of used
books is higher than the original marked price. At present, in existing
shops, the second-hand price for post-1949 publications is only 10-202
below the original marked price, whereas before the Cultural Revolution a
40-502 reduction was normal. Prices for pre-1949 publications are generally
higher - often as much as 2 or 3 times - than prices for the same books on
the market in the West.
It is probably the bureaucratic organization of the second-hand book market
that increases the confusion for the prospective buyer. With one notable
exception, my limited encounters led me to believe that the persons respon
sible for the antiquarian bookshops or departments had very little control
over their stocks. Although the purchasing department is often located
in close proximity to the sales department for used books, it seems that
books follow a mysteriously circuitous route to the shelf for sale. In Bei
jing, for example, I asked one day for a particular category of book which I
was told was not in stock. The next day I found what I wanted on a shelf
in the same shop and asked the clerk why he hadn't told me about it. He
replied that it had unexpectedly been delivered in the morning!
Despite an impressive number of interesting new publications, the oppor
tunity to acquire them in some comprehensively rational way remains elusive.
Many scholarly works - even important ones - are not available for export
through normal channels. And even if one has the good fortune to be in
China at the time of publication, the often small editions disappear from
the market of eager readers within days, if not hours. It is to be hoped
that an efficient system of distribution will follow the current expansion
of publishing and bookselling activities in China.
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